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1.

Introduction

Within a globalise society, the influence of international law in any local legal system is inevitable. The area
of Intellectual .... rnnprtv is no exception. Malaysia is an actively member of several international treaties
relating to Intellectual

Rights including the Paris Convention for the protection of industrial property

and the Berne Convention for the

and artistic works l . Malaysia also a signatory to the

of

Agreement on Trade Related Aspect of Intellectual

Rights (TRIPs)2 established by World Trade

Organisation (WTOt It is also a member to the Patent Cooperation Treaty4. To an extent, these treaties are
major influence in the legllsla1tlOn of Malaysian intellectual property laws as they provide

Ip'lI"'r~('lP

on the

wording and structure of the domestic legislation.

those treaties; a handful deals directly to the protection of computer software. During the past three
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decades, the

of computer software has evolved from

The protection of computer software under patent has been

under

the centre stage as an alternative means for

protection. Following this, developed countries like United States
recognise Software

to the patent right.

and Japan have taken the exercise to

. But there has been mixes reaction from developing countries like

argued that Software Patent promotes imbalance monopolisation by the
industry and thus curtail innovation. In facing this

Some

holder within the software

the international societies have been playing an

active role in finding a solution. One of the

solutions is extending the use of the competition

in TRlPs Agree~mf:nt.

provision

This paper will look into the influence and the effect of TRIPs Agreement in the protection of computer
software towards balancing the competition rule and the

within the Malaysian perspective. The

second part of this paper will address how the intellectual property rights protect the software industry in
This paper

also attempt to address the approach of TRIPs Agreement in the protection of

computer software. In its third part, the paper will look into the
Ag,ree:me~nt; and

evaluate the effectiveness in

the

policy within the TRIPs
to the

holder and the

of the

general public. It will also discuss in what manner these approaches have tilted the balance of cornpf:tition
within in the software
and its
the

The fourth part of this paper will discuss the important of

in limiting the

of the right holder from

the software industry and misuse

the patent law. The fifth part will discuss the influence of TRIPs Agreement (within the

pel,sp,ective of Malaysia) both in the
policy.

this paper will

of computer software as well as the effect of the cornpf:tJllon
its conclusion from its findings.

2.

Intellectual Property Rights of Computer Software

2.1

Computer Software Protection

The protection of any intellectual property rights has a common means to enhance and
an

policy

the welfare of

. The exclusive rights given under the protection would stimulate Research and Development, as

well innovation and this would contribute towards economy growth 7. Nevertheless in exercising any
intellectual property rights, one should be

respect the competition laws. This in turn has put the

competition policy on the centre stage; thus leading to discussions between international societies
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the

which concluded an acceptable competition

The protection

under the TRIPs agreement.

software in recent years has been in much debate,

with the

of

and currently the legality of protection within the patent law. Many have cried foul
toward this kind of protection mainly because the
policy.

However it is

has created an imbalance with the

cornpi~tition

most that intellectual protection is a desirable means in contributing
and influence of TRIPs agreement

economy growth. Before going further to determine the
within the competition policy of the

program; we should first look into the

of

the protection with both copyright law and patent law within the current approach and within TRIPS
Agreement.

2.1.1

Traditional View

The traditional view in protecting intellectual property of computer software has for more than three decades
always been resided under the copyright law. It has been considered as the best method to protect computer
software from any infringement by any third parties. Copyright law protection covers the scope of literary,
musical or artistic works. The scope is also extended to recording of such works and its publication. As such
computer software is seen as part as a literal work given that computer software generally developed from
written programming language that consist of a list of instruction which explicitly implement an
which form into a set of task to be carry out by a computer.

The protection

lies in it literary expression whereby it protects from the

software under

copying of the source code that embodies the expression of the computer software. This will directly
protected the expression of the working of computer software.
extent of the
or the core

in

work. It also determined

to the

the

the extent of the principle

matter of the original work is being plagiarised. This means that even if only a small part

of a work has been plagiarised, it can constitute an
work. However, in

of copyright is determined

if it relates to the overall importance of the

an infringement of software is determined by

isolation. For a copyright to be capable of subsisting, the part
some level of skill of the original programmer.
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2.1.2

Alternative Protection

In recent years there is

trend of

patent law in the protection of computer software. The

reason behind this trend is because copyright law does not protect the inventive ideas but merely the
expression of those ideas

embodied in the computer software in form of codes. In

patent

law would protect the primary inventive idea of the computer software; a patent would entail the
mcmopollise the invention since the inventor is entitled to have an absolute and exclusive
within a

to

of the invention

Thus patent law is seen to be an idealistic and an alternative method to protect

time

computer software within the commercial world.

Thus here lies the concern; the traditional view for

a patent would be towards an invention that

aC(1uilred some technical function which is considered to be innovative and non-obvious. Hence, for computer
software to be

a patent can, to a certain extent, be seen an inappropriate because a computer software

is traditionally considered to be mere literally work form from a series of algorithms. The working of
computer software could be equated to a novel or a play for which the

of the work

express

a series of certain langmlge.

However, the

of what constitutes to a computer software has

in the past three decades.

Countries like the US have been a strong advocate for Software Patent. The decision of the Supreme Court of
the United State in the case of Diamond v. Diehr illustrated as such. This case involves a device that used
computer software form
or

a mathematical formula to ensure that the correct timing is used in the process of

synthetic rubber. The court held the

of the invention by stating that

"ajJpllc8ltloln of law of nature or mathematical formula to a known structure or process may be
patent protection"lO. The court

of a

ruled that while algorithms themselves could not be patent but

devices that utilised them could. This landmark case to an extent have introduced a new breed of computer
software which commonly known as computer implemented invention. This new term is used to describe
inventions that use computer software in the implementation of a machine or a process.

Ifowever, it is not easy to differentiate a computer software and its application as illustrate in the case.
Invention that relates to abstract method such as methods of

electronic data or an aspect of

computer design prove to be more difficult to distinguish. The differentiation between the computer that

146 -

implement it and the computer software that operates it 11 has become blurred as
Therefore, the

of mere computer software is

has in recent years, recognized

advance.

dramatically; countries like the US and

of invention created in the form of software program. As such the

scope of protection has gone

to cover not

to include a computer

invention but also

mere computer software.

2.2

TRIPs Agreement

The

of

computer software under WTO has

a mixed signalled. Under TRlPs

the issue of computer software have been deliberated
Agreement, it state that

in Article J0 of the

whether in source or object code, shall be protected as

works under the Berne Convention 12 . With the clarity of the TRlPs Agreement in extending the protection of
computer software under the copyright law, the

of protection of computer software perpetually

resides under the copyright law.

However, the patentability of computer software is still an ongoing conundrum being examined among the
signatory of the TRlPs Agreement. This is because of the provision stated under Article 27 of the said
n-T'''''''..... ''''''t

Article 2713

the availability of protection under patents for which it shall be available

for any inventions, whether

or processes, in all fields of technology,

that

involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application. The Article further

are new,
added that

patents shall be available and be enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of invention, the field of
technololgy and whether products are imported or locally produced.

Article 27 of the TRIPs Agreement

an umbrella provision of that "all technology field" shall have
under patent law. As such many have

the right and shall not be discriminated to be

insisted that Article 27 has to a greater extent, allowed the

and

of computer software under patent law

since it falls under a technology field of "computer software technology". Further Article 27 did not have any
explicit exclusion or exception towards computer software therein. The Article could be read that software
being an invention of a field

should be protected under the patent law. Also, the

"shall

be available" to all technology fields as stated in the Article would mean that the protection "should be" or
"must be" available to all technology fields 14.
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Therefore, if a member fails to permit computer software
notional legislation it could be construed as a non
nothing in the Agreement that

a part of field of
to TRIPs

However since there is

supports such interpretation; due to the absence of a

the words "invention" and

under its

definition of

, many have pointed out that the agreement leaves it to the member

states to determine what constitutes a patentable invention. Whether or not 'computer software as such' could
be considered as an invention within a technology

the

of Article 27(1)] is an open book

position.

2.3

Copyright vs. Patent

As such here

the predicament; under the copyright law what is being

work. Thus what is protected under the

is the expression of the

law is the manner that the computer software

expression as a work and not the concept of the computer software itself.
protection actually provides is the
This

what

of the direct copying or plagiarising of the computer software.

and idea dichotomy plays a crucial role in the need for some to protect their computer

software work under the patent law and

law is seen to be insufficient to protect computer

software. The foundation of this

is that copyright protect the literary

of the

computer software but not the idea that the software represents. In such instance if there are two computer
software having two different manners in expression, both are able to

co~exist

without infringing each other

intellectual property rights even if both computer software represent an identical solution or function. The
absence of protecting idea under

law face a substantial block in protecting computer software since

the core part of computer software is

the idea itself which dictates the commercial value of the

computer software.

Thus this is why patent law come into the

as it protects the overall concept of an invention; the

purpose as well as the idea of the invention. Such protection provided under the patent law would fill the void
in copyright law in

computer software in a holistic manner. The core reason for the protection of

computer software under the patent law is due to the fact that

law is lacking in the protection of

idea. As highlighted earlier; what is being protected under copyright law is the expression of the work while
patent law protects the idea of the work. Both intellectual property rights protect two different concepts; as
such that copyright and patent are two very different types of protection with each,
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software at a different level of

computer software protected under the patent law, it would

promote the development of the

This is because computer software is seen to the next
the invention of the wheel to a greater extent has

technology; it is viewed as the new "wheel"
accumulated many more inventions

12 JJ

extent 15 ; and thus are able to co-exist. With

and

software industry and computer related

2009

made thereafter. Thus, some are in the view that without the

of patent law the incentive to innovate will

up and the

of the new economy will be

Although some may think that it is a bit extreme to say that the absence

computer software will

grinded to a

halt the growth of new economy but this view does carry some weight especially
industrial world is

that the current

more on the advances of computer software and thus in the near future there is an

possibility that computer software would take over the role of most hardware in the day to day
industrial process. Therefore to deny the availability of protection of patent law to computer software would
in turn be seen as denying the protection of hardware that

the same technical effect of what is intended

by the computer software. So, should a double standard be used in extending patent rights to computer
software merely because it utilised software, not hardware,

both are able to satisfy the patentability

of an invention under the patent law.

The nature of computer software also merits the protection of patent law being extended.
nrcHlllrjpc

a set of instruction that allow a machine to indicate,

or achieve a

software
function, task or

. The technical interaction between hardware and software exhibit certain technical behaviour as such
the link of technical interaction between hardware and software would

the

of patent law

extended to computer software. Further the protection of computer software under patent law is subject
to revocation, unlike

whose right is granted automatically and it does not have a channel in

disputing the value of the work. With patent protection, in the instances whereby computer software being
granted a patent; such patent will be able to be challenge by a third party.

Consequently, the current status of protecting computer software has increasingly expanded, both copyright
law and patent law are capable to protect computer software; albeit these two classes laws protects different
characteristic of computer software. With this in mind, a substantial and functional competition rules should
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be ascertained to control the abusive of the mOinopoly

in order as to avoid further imbalance within the

market.

3.

TRIPS Agreement Competition Policy

3.1

TRIPs Agreement

The sole purpose of TRlPs
standard of the
contains

on

in

all aspect of intellectual property was establish to a

of intellectual property

However, the TRIPs

also

Although the competition policy may be minimal but its implication

and influence to its member are significant as each signatory of the TRlPs

are

to abide by

those rules.

is set out under Article 8. There are several others

The main competition policy in the TRlPs

Article 31 and Article 40 both of which address the limitation of intellectual property
in

These anti competition

anti competitive action by the

holders.

"Members, may, in formulation or amending their laws and

measure to protect public

health and nutrition and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic
and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this

The first part gives rights to control any anti

cOInp,~tition

action

laws or provide regulation within

needs to be consistent with the tenns set out in

its jurisdiction to the same effect. However, such
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TRlPs Agreement. When read on its own the first part appears to be theoretical as, it provides

reason

which is neither general nor

However the second part of this article provides certain clarification.

The second part provides:

"Appropriate measures, provided that
to prevent the abuse
un;r'P/1,('n.l'lnJ'JhJ

intellectual property

restrain trade or

Agreement, may be needed

holders or the resort to practices which

affect the international

Article 8 permits members to exercise "appropriate measure,

When
with the

are consistent with the provision

of this Agreement" by "formulation or

laws and

it is consistent
if such

circumstances "may be needed" in the event "to prevent the abuse of intellectual property
holder or the resort to

which unreasonably restrain or adversely affect the international transfer of

technology".

The second part of the article provides more explanation and thus could be seen as the "real" anti competition
policy within this article. It clearly identifies the extent of prevention measure that is allowed. It indentify
three main characteristic of anti competition

abuse of the intellectual property by the right holders,

(ii) practices which unreasonably restrain trade and (iii)
transfer of

which

adversely affect the international

Article 8(2) also recognized the member's power in preventing unilateral acts

mClUomg refusal to deal and other forms of exercising intellectual property that may be deemed to constitute

However, as a whole Article 8 has its restriction, whereby it does not
practice that does not

to other anti cOJmp1etitIOn

relates to Intellectual property rights, such as mergers and

and

ventures 22 .

The second part of Article 8 also set out the necessity

, for which member may exercise any prevention

if it is deem to be necessary to do so. This test is to ensure a balance between allowing freedom to achieve
regulatory objective through measures of their own
measure that unduly restrict trade 24 . The need for

and discouraging member from maintaining
the abuse of intellectual property rights by the
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holder is bound

the

npr'PCC",n,

to "achieve the member's policy

3.1.2

of such

nr">fF'n"nn

to the extent that measure

is necessary

nhlp{'·tn,ip"--

Article 40

The title of Article 40 itself is self explanatory as indicated in Section 8 of the TRIPs Agreement as "Control
of Anti Competition Practice in Contractual Licensee". This provision consists of four distinct parts whereby
only the first two parts deal
.....'.,.,..P·r!l1 ..C>l

with control on anti

The other two parts address the

factor. The first part of the provision provides:

"Members agree that some licensing practices or condition pertaining to intellectual property
restrain competition may have adverse effect on trade and may

the

which

and dissemination

technology"26.

What

provided in the first part is very theoretical; it

amount to anti competition

but it

short

that some

can

identifies them. In theory the first part

drawn

the attention that members are able to intervene in order to restore competition. The second part of the
provision further set out example of anti

the provision provides:

"Nothing in this agreement shall prevent Members from specifying in their legislation licensing practices or
conditions that may in

cases constitute an abuse

property

on competition in the relevant market. As provided above, a Member may
provisions

with other

agreement, appropriate measures to prevent or control such practices, which may include
exclusive

packcl~e

an adverse

conditions, conditions

and coercive

iicEmSitnz. in the light ofthe relevant laws and rep,'UlL1ticm

There are three requirement that need to be establish in order for a member to rely on this provision; (i) the
nature of abuse need to be within the

it need to constitute to an abuse of intellectual

property right and (iii) the anti competition

The second part of the provision also

nrrnll,rlp<:

need to have an adverse effect on competition 28 .

ex;ampll~s
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for anti competition practices that include but not

No.46

limited to exclusive grantback condition and coercive
The list is drawn from clauses

The list is not exhaustive in nature.

found in patent and know how licensing agreement29 .

open-ended interpretation that can constitute as an anti
wide range of abuse within intellectual property
Such notion is consistent with the

With an

the provision is able to covers a

which could includes trademark and copyright IlCe:nslng.
made

WTO Panel in ;\1exico -Telecom 30 , the panel, in

references to Section 1.2 of the WTO GATS
express that the

20091F- 12 jj

on Basic Telecommunication

"anti competition practices" goes beyond than the listed

Paper),

in Section

should be read accordance to the purpose of the Paper that is to "implement a pro

but

regulatory

framework designed to prevent continued monopoly behaviour,,32.

However, the control and prevention that a member can utilize under this

is restricted to only

licensing practice and condition and therefore it cannot include dealings which are unilateral in nature. This
practice and selective grant of licensing.

would include practice such as refusal to deal,

3.1.3

Article 31

Article 31 plays a different role in

anti

practices; this provision provides members the

right of usage of patent without authorization, which includes use by the government or by third party
authorized by the govemment33 .This provision further

Article 30

can be consider a manner in preventing anti

"Member are not

to

a practice determined
correct anti competitive
such cases.

12 conditions for the usage, among those,

practice. It provides:

conditions set forth in subparagraph

and (f) where such

to

judicial or administrative process to be anti competitive. The need to
may be taken into account in

authorities shall have the authority to

the amount
termination

in
when

the conditions which led to such authorization are likely to recur ,,34.

This provision provides the capacity for member to force the
the usage of the patent in lieu of pre determine remuneration.

holders to surrender his rights and allows

In other word the provision permits the

member to enforce compulsory licensing in the circumstances that a judicial or administrative process have
determine that an anti competition practice is present. Such compulsory licensing enforcement can be
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authorize without prior request to the
rnp'rnt~pr-V.

and does not limit to the domestic market of the

The provision to an extent

competition practice by enforcing

.....·'.rn'.. .,t'HIP

\.,VIUIJ'Ul.:>'Ul

llC(~nsmg

for the member to correct any unilateral anti

towards the right holder, for which Article

is

unable to do.

3.2

Impact of TRIPs Agreement

It is important to

that the purpose of TRIPs

intellectual property
ODlllg,inCm to

out the laws reQardmQ"

to set out guideline and minimum standard. A member has the

these standards within its local

and

and shall be free to

37

method in implementing the provisions therein .As a member, it has to give effect

determine the
to the

but

is not to

of the TRIPs Agreement38 . With this in mind, the provision on anti

set out in the

TRIPs Agreement would have a substantial impact if those provisions have been legislate or promulgated
domestically by the members.

The importance of these anti
that it carries reflect the

cornpl~tit]ion nrrIVll:1f'l''1<::

nf'('f'<::'~itv

of

leads

to the root of TRIPs Agree:ml::nt. the

certain limitation in COlltnollllnlZ the absolute right that been

granted to the right holders.

The co:mrletltJon policies in the TRIPs Agreement give the prerogative for its member to control or prevent
any

of anti

goes
intellectual property

The protection of intellectual property
holder's rights; it also has the purpose of

under the TRIPs agreement
from abuse of the

the right holders. This notion is supported by Note 3 of the TRIPs Agreement

which states:

"For the purpose ofArticle 3 and 4, "protection" shall include matters affecting the availability, acquisition,
scope, maintenance and enforcement of intellectual property rights as well as those matters affecting the use
ofintellectual property rights specifically addressed in this

The prevention of the abuse of intellectual property
considered the subject matter of TRIPs

includes anti competition practices) could be
In other words the provision relating to
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abuse of intellectual property carries the same
competition legislation and

as other
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A

therein. This means that member's

need to be in accordance to the fundamental principle of TRIPs

Agreement4o . This notion is consistent with Article 63; this

under the subtitle "transparency" is

pertaining to the member's obligation to make certain information publicly available. Within this provision it
is identified that the subject matter of TRIPs
enforcement and

of the abuse of intellectual property rights,,41.

of the anti competition provisions therein 42 , the

In reading the
intellectual property
So,
practices, the

is to include "the availability, scope, acquisition,

in

the measure to be "consistent" with the TRIPs
members have the right to take up measures in

an abuse of
and
anti cOlmp1etition

are limited.

The notion of consistent lead to the core TRIPs Agreement, whereby measure to prevent and control anti
competition practices cannot be a mere pretext to undermine the minimum standard of intellectual property
right protection guaranteed by the TRIPs
therein, it can be parallel with the

.The measures cannot go beyond the right confer
set out in Article 7; which highlighted

of the TRIPs

that the protection of intellectual property

should contribute to the promotion of technological

innovation in a manner to balance rights and

.As for the notion of appropriate, it is not easy to

comprehend since the consideration of appropriateness differs in various situation and opinion. Nevertheless
the fundamental of appropriate should reflect the members need to achieve a

and discouraging

ad()pting measures that will unduly restrict trade 45 .

In order for a member to
consistency and
expanded?

<>n,,,,rrlnri>lt,,,

effect to the provision of anti competition

therein, the requirement of

need to be fulfilled at all cost. However to what extent can this measure be

this part of the paper has highlighted the basis of the competition policy within the TRIPs

Agreement but what is lacking is what type of measure is the member cable to take in order to fall within its
obligation set out in the Agreement.

The impact of the TRIPs Agreement preventing anti

cOInp(~tition

prevention measure set out in the TRIPs

focus

155

practice cannot be taken lightly, however the
on the circumstances of licensing. Nothing
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therein expresses other manner of

nrp,u>"t,r,n

It

also noted that the members are

implementing the protection of intellectual property

which include matters

us to the current predicament, the misuse of intellectual property
holder of a software patent goes

the freedom to
them. This

of a software patent; the misuse of the

on licensing, the vast right holder will agree to

license but ultimately limit the usage of the software for which some of the usage would be
program is

if the

protected by copyright. A computer program main characteristic is to be utilising with the

communication of other computer programs and its

for the purpose

interface between two or more

computer program. The communication or the interoperability of two computer program would enhance the
of these two computer program. Therefore by having an absolute

to the computer software

patent, some right holders have restrict its use and thus substantially limit innovativeness within the
software

The absolute right

for software patent have created fundamental problem within competition law

because of the usage and the characteristic
include software

software.

refusal to license,

Several problems have been identified and

limitation in development and absent of market

choice have been widely identified. As such software patent has becoming a means to control the market
within the software industry. Some technical methods such as decompilation or reverse engineering for the
purpose of interoperability among other computer program have also come into the picture,

the

restriction of utilising this technical method have been seen as a tool to control the exclusive right

to

the computer software by software patent. In such circumstances, the limitation of such control need to be
introduced and

in order to balance the right between the

extent can the TRIPs

influence its member to

holder and the

Thus, to what

the limitation? This will be further

discuss and elaborate in the next part of this paper.

4.

Monopolisation within the Software Industry

4.1

The Current Status

The protection of computer software has been a grey area within the intellectual property law, with copyright
law in the lead in protecting all computer programs which nevertheless have been extended to the patent law
in the last decade. What is protected under the

law is the expression of the program and the patent
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law have extended the prclte,;tlOln to the idea behind the

The

I'Y1nrp·,",,,,,n"

of computer software under patent law would mean that an absolute

will be

granted. However, computer software is slightly different in its nature as it covers several

and

It has

a computer software comprises of many techniques and features in its

features.
been

of a computer software is base on a

that the

process;

the process of

writing computer software is involved in finding a solution that would be

made

to resolve the problem46 that has already been solved by other programmer. Under the

programmers

patent law this act is not permitted if the process of such solution have been

then the monopoly and

intellectual protection are granted to the first programmer that solve it. As such this will detract competition
and the innovativeness within the field of computer software technology; and thus would ultimately limit any
innovation.

computer software is a work base on a programme

Unlike other
writing similar to an

f'n,n"~'inl~t

law is

between computer software and music can be made to illustrate the
adequate. The intellectual property musical works are

law, as such both works are created by a written expression of a

that
ext)re~~sicm

a form of

. As such the traditional protection of computer software under copyright law is
A

that

it is

musical notes

of the musical work are similar to the program

the

under

that

computer of software. Similarly to both work the musical notes are unable to

the
any sound

itself, the need of a musical instrument to play the notes in order to generate sound that represent the
musical written notes. Computer software has an identical approach whereby the written program of the
computer software would unable to produce any result, only when it is

or "run"; then only will the

computer software be able to produce the result that it represents.

As such it can seen that both music and computer software is generally the same type of work which
is

under the copyright law. The extension of the

patent law would to some
and

of computer software to the

validated that the expression of a work is able to be

by patent law

would negate the purpose of patent law which is to protect the idea of an invention. So if a

computer program is able to be protected under patent law then there is no reason not to allow the same
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nrcltec:tioln to musical work. If such situation happens then the music

would be less innovative as

would be allow to perform a certain type of music genre.

a selection

policy and intellectual property

could be seen as two sides of the

same coin; both competition policy and intellectual property right is

the same role as thus could lead

The relation between

to a "catch-22" situation.
inducement for
those
with

On one side, the purpose of intellectual property

and innovative by

the

is to give

incentive of market leader; however the

holders to an extent limit choices to the public by the act of

of
the market

one product. On the other side, by not providing the limited right to a newly created innovation, it

would lead to the flood gate of imitation of the product. Although this would generate a competitive
environment,

it will

innovation as it does not provide an incentive to be creative and

innovative.

Within the software

,nr"""',..r

the above prc:ol1carnellt is more evident, the innovations in software

have 2-fold function; on one hand, it promotes
property

,nrlll"t,..,

and deserves rewards in the form of intellectual

Yet, on the other hand it may be a means to prevent competition due to the specific of high

tech market, such as network,

and winner takes all affect which have been carried out

firm

within the software

The current software
classic

maintains a dominant market, it can be seen that the software market is a

of network market where one product or standard tend towards dominance within the

commercial

. For example the Microsoft Window application, it can be assumed that within the

software commercial market most all personal computer utilise Microsoft Window
operating system

hence it have created a benchmark within

software
market. Without the

computer user. Therefore, new

need to interoperate with the Microsoft's operating system in order to

a slice of the

new applications have the difficulty to penetrate the market. Hence, to

benefit from the dominance market of Microsoft Window and penetrate the market,
software

as a standard

of new

need to be able to be compatible with the current market leader.

This chain reaction creates a "network effect" whereby one user of a
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becomes more valuable as more

:m{~f±~X{tiiJf'lE No.46

use it. Software patent have accelerate the network effect, so much so that
leaders are able to maximise its control in

the software

2009

handful market

,n,lllctM'

The network effect creates a standard to one particular technology; and as a result one
software becomes dominant in the
operation of market

and

12

computer

. Hence, it created a de-facto benchmark that "arises from the
it competitor"sl. A great concern here is that

standard, one software firm may "lock in" the whole market, making it

a dominant
for other programs to

interoperate and so impossible to compete. Of course the competitor may attempt to

to a completely

different standard, and create a new network effect but this would significant destabilise the standardisation
process S2 and thus weaken the technology progress.

As such in order to maintain and gain a fair competition within the software
formats, network

of file

and interfaces between competing software

mtlemperate with each

are

. However, with the protection of computer software fall within software patent,

int,ero pe:rab,i1ity have been restricted since software patent have to an extent create
1

network

or

cornpr'omlise between

4.2

on file formats,

mtl~rtjlce

Therefore, limitation to the

middle

to be able to

under software patent needs to be address, it is

to reach a

policy and intellectual property rights policy. There is the need to come to a

in order to benefit all parties involved in particular the consumer.

Limitation

The purpose to limit software patent is not to undermine the right holder's
the purpose of innovativeness. Some valid concerns have been address

under the law; it is purely for
the open source movement, it is

highlighted that software patent may covers file format, interface and protocol thus could hinder the
intero1pe:rab,ility of different
software, license from the
and some

Thus

""",u"u,!",

system. In order to proceed with any

for pal:ented

holder is required. However some licenses have restricted

on

holder even refuse to license the patent at

method to an extent is not sufficient to support the process of mtl:::rooer'abl
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that computer software can also be nrcltec:ted under the
are

law. The dUT)lIcaUClD of

law to some extend; however

the

and
under the Patent

law.

The issue of reverse

also comes into the picture; many believe that the limitation for software

patent should include the ability to reverse engineer for the purpose of
of

is needed in order for the process of

Note that information

to

without such information then

to extract the information. If the information is

reverse

is

need for the reverse

en~sJnieermg in

the first place.

Thus this bring is to the notion that the best way to allow
Solution to this
the

then there is no

is

certain limitation.

need for software interoperability should address both the
source code

active

the basis of a patent and the
without fear of patent

limitation of

to use that

source code to

. Nevertheless, to what extent does this

covers need to be addressed in detail in order not to undermine the

granted

holder under the law.

to the

4.3

Reverse

4.3.1

Purpose

The term reverse
of the

.Englllee~rIrlg and

Interoperability

within the software industry included the act of

and disassemble

code into readable source code 57 • In general, the purpose of reverse

how things work. Developed country like the US have considered reverse
whereby the US Supreme Court have held that reverse

as a tool of innovation,

there is the need to reverse

enJ2,ineelred computer software; the first is to make software that can
studies and

is to look into

was an essential part of innovation

because it lead to advance in technology 58. There are two main reasons

with the software

is to make product that will compete with it59 .

There are two different type of reverse
the

to legally access

first is the "white box reverse

of the object code to reveal its structure and
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which mean

out the interface specification

intero1perability purpose. The second is "black box reverse

enl~meer'm~;" u'hpr"r,,;

output of the software is looked into. Both types have various purposes but

the

nrr,ar>l1T1

it is

and
used for the

mterclperalJlhty and maintenance.

purpose

The need for

goes

with the characteristic of computer software. The main

characteristic of computer software is its ability to function through the communication with other software.
The

structure of computer software, in which the function of computer software at upper level
based on those at lower levels 60 . Thus, to create a competitive environment within the software

are

it requires the

for upper level software to use function and rules of lower level software61 •

Therefore, to restrict the communication between two computer software by any means (albeit it is permitted
by law under the exclusive right of intellectual property law) would undercut the full capacity of functional
computer software.

Most software firm would protect the object code using a technology protection measures, thus would unable
code for the purpose of interoperability. As state

others to utilise the
prc)te(;tlOln allow reverse
since

in this paper; copyright

for the purpose of interoperability, however patent law

such act

the act able to reveal the ideas behind the computer software. With this mind, limitations for the

purpose of
to be taken as to

need to be introduces within the law of Software Patent. However, caution needs
allow the limitation for the purpose for interoperability,

it is able to access the

computer program so that we can look at it and make sure that we can make the programs talk and
communicate to each other to maximise its function and not replacing it.

4.3.2

Implication

There is a strong need for program to interoperable and to ensure compatibility between file
protocol and interface, as well as the need for a common language and

. The software

network
has

reached to a stage where it becomes more complex and interdependent with other programs. Where a
technology that becomes a de facto standard is controlled by a

patent holder, the

holder has

significant power and control over every company and individual that seeks to create computer software that
is compatible63 .
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In

a computer software that may be compatible with a

program,

interested party

would have to request for the software patent to be license for the purpose of
without such license their actionable
such request is refuse

the

otherwise

what should the interest party do if

be an

holder? To illustrate this situation we could consider a situation within the

A development company of a new game need to utilise the source code of the

Software games

games console in order to create communication of both interface for it to be

For illustration
of the

purpose, let say the component needed is protected under the software patent. Without the
holder to usage the source code any act done by the
rUlUVl~):;U

the purpose of usage is

would be

imr)os~)jble.

would be consider an infringement.

for the interface to interoperability with one other, as without it, it

In the situation illustrate above, the request for the interoperability information is

for the purpose to

create software game that is able to communicate with the game console interface.
holder would allow
mean,

transfer to a third party that

selected few that able to penetrate the market, and

to and thus

most right
I"",CTI"1('Tlr.n

others. This

cultivate

within the

software game

a

As a whole

lH... l~I1::>ll1b nrr\f'p,rll1"P

The main reason for this

of software can

rl'Cf'n'l1r",n",

is that possibility of the refusal of the

licensing for purpose of interoperability. Even if a licence is
"'"""'''''''F,

fees

the innovation of the software

,nrll1<,t',",,-

holders to provide such

for the purpose of interoperability, the

paid in lieu of the license can also create a barrier of usage to use and would

reduce the number of available product65 . Furthermore, interoperability licensing fees could
those who cannot meet the licensing criteria such as open source
restricted to

The

using

limit

and academics' who are already

free patents66 .

Court of First Instance (CFI) had the opportunity to address this issue under the case
Ulhprf'hv

in this case Microsoft refuse to supply

information

that its

refusal cannot constitute to an abuse of dominant position within the meaning of Article 82 of the European
. The reason for the refusal was base
intellectual property

on the fact that the information is

and secondly the criteria in that, an
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in a dominant

can required to grand a license to a

party, were not satisfied in this

. The commission held that "there

is no need to decide whether Microsoft's conduct constituted a refusal to license intellectual property rights to
which such a refusal may be found to constitute an abuse of a

a third party ... since the strict criteria

dominant position \vithin the meaning of Article 82 of the EC.

s case, the CFI clearly identified that the restriction of supplying

In the
under it license

infonnation

amount to a conduct of anti-competition. What this case had established is that,

interoperability is a

method within the development of computer software. Whether or not the

interoperability infonnation is
that, restriction is

under intellectual property was not

The core issue here is

and that, interoperability could be considered a valid limitation within the

software patent.

The report of US Federal Trade Commission

a very interesting observation

to the

characteristic of a software industry7]. Under the report, it highlighted five characteristics of software
low capital; c) rapid rate of technological

industry; a) innovation occurs on a cumulative basis; b)
d) alternative means beside patents for

innovation and e) the infancy of patent protection in

software industry72. These characteristics do not

the

protection of patent. This is because, unlike other
attribution

the computer industry maintains a flexible

a high technology turnover with minimum investment. Therefore, it is reasonable to

balance the

with

limitation such interoperability in order to maintain a

computer software to benefit the

4.4

rights that it receives from the

market of

public.

TRIPs Agreement Position

Nothing in the TRIPs

actually address the issue of limitation of software patent, then again
It has been

that what TRIPs

of intellectual property rights

the members have the

issue oflimitation

nothing therein even address
provides is the minimum standard

obligation to set those standards within its domestic

What is provided under the TRIPs
intellectual property right 73 . The

AQree~ml~nt

in the manner that they see fit.

is the manner which member can prevent the abuse of

~greernelrlt also

the
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intellectual property rights

74

.

Here the

patent fall within any of the

arises, whether the limitation of interoperability for software

Article 30 of the TRIPs Agreemelnt n'rrn!,,;,,,c'

in the TRlPs

"Members may provide limited exceptions to the exclusive rights conferred by a patent, prOVided that such
exceptions do not unreasonably

with a normal exploitation of the patent and do not unreurso.naiDly

prejudice the legitimate interest

30 as a

,,,,...au,,,,,,, the

owner,

account ofthe

interest

it can be assumed that member would have a leg,ltuna'te means to include

limitation for the purpose of interoperability within its domestic law without
TRlPs

Here the article clearly provided the test that all

is needed to be a limited

eX(:epllOn to the exclusive rights is permitted, and such limited
the

inconsistent with the

does not

conflict with

and prejudice the right holder's

fail the test provided under Article 30, since it can be

Nevertheless the limitation of
argued that the

not

purpose interoperabiIity is introduced

"limited

, this is because if the limitation for the

member of the TRIPs

whole aspect of software patent and thus, would

such limitation will affect the

conflict the exploitation of the exclusive

and prejudice the right holder,

of the TRIPs

Further,

its member. Article

introduced

to

nnt'na.rnr:111

at'f"f"mf"nt

should be taken into consideration when any

of the TRlPs Agreement

ex(:e~ltloln

is being

nrr''\l1rlf><:'

4 ofArticle 65, paragraph 8

70

nn,'narnrlh

shall be available and patent right enjoyable without discrimination as to the

3

article, patents
innovation, field of

technology and whether products are imported or locally produced,,76

the phrase "right enjoyable without the discrimination as to the field of technology" plays a crucial
role that is any exception introduced must not be discriminated to
limitation for the purpose of
apply to any other sector of

one particular technology field,

The

has an effect on the technology of software and does not
. Thus in

the article 30 together with Article 27, it would

- 164 -

seem that eX(:;e]:ltlcm of lnt,"'rnnPT'>ihl

However, Article

might be inconsistent with the provision of TRIPs Agreement.

of the TRIPs

provides that a "consistent" and

taken by members to prevent the abuse of intellectual property. If so, a
for the purpose of

measure can be

limitation of reverse

en~~mleermg

if it is appropriate and consistent, this limitation may be exercised by

members of TRIPs without

in breach of the Agreement. Nevertheless the word "consistent" here means

that it is consistent with the

provided under the TRIPs

Therefore, Article

must be

read together with Article 27, which bring us back to the issue of ;'discrimination of one

technology

field" that been highlighted herein.

However, one should wonder if software falls within Article 27 in the first place. It could be argued that it
notes that the ordinary meaning of Article 27 neither exclude nor included

not. The TRIPs
software as part of a field

since no definition in the agreement express the word "invention" or

. To a certain extent the usage of software 78 is used in all fields of

;; field of

example field of investment, learning. All these fields are clearly not "field of

as an
but risked of

be<:;ormnig a fair game for the patent system under the software patent and thus would

the legltIrnac:y

of a working patent

It is noted that the TRIPs

have not explicitly recognise software patent; and thus many have the

opinion that computer software should not able to protect under patent law. The
mirrored this

have
invention 8o .

by rejecting a bilI on introducing patent right to computer

Therefore if software does not fall within a field of technology under Article 27 then there can't be any
obligation for the members under Article 2781 •

Nevertheless, as
property

earlier TRIPs agreement only set out minimum standard of intellectual

thus countries like US and Japan have recognised Software Patent

protection. Therefore, if a member

Software Patent within its domestic

a

patent
then the notion

mtrodlucml:! limitation for the purpose of interoperability is sure to come into conflict of TRIPs
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5.

Malaysian Perspective on Balancing of Competition Policy and Intellectual

Property Rights

5.1

Domestic Legislation

In

the influence of TRIPs Agreement has on Malaysian in respect to software patent and

competition policy; there is the need to first look at the manner software is
copyright law in Malaysia has taken a centre stage in the
also

5.1.1

a role in

in Malaysia. The

computer software,

patent law is

computer software.

Copyright Law

The Malaysia

law has clearly indicated that the protection of the

of work would entail

the work of a computer software 82, it provides a clear but distinct definition of what constituted to
six categories 83 of work that

work". It
works

musical works

artistic works

films

1987

broadcasts.

Act confers
to the same

. This

the case, the

owners of computer programs the same exclusive
fair~use

The

act was done in the recent amendment in

Act has defined literary work to include computer

this

5.1.2

are (i) literary

sound

inclusion of computer software under the
, the

for

exceptions as in the case

other

and

work.

Patent Law

However, in recent years the extensions of computer software

under the patent law have also

influenced Malaysia. Nevertheless, the Patent law does not have a

to extend such right.

Although, the law is silent on this issue, the Malaysia Patent Office has address in its
Patent Office
instructions for

provided the definition of computer program; which is a set of
a sequence of operation of data-processing system.

The Guideline further expresses a clear approach that the Malaysia Patent office is
pa1tentatlilit) of a computer program. It provides that a computer program claimed
carrier is not
contribution then

The

of its content but if the
should not be denied
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in determining the
itself or as a record on a

matter as claimed makes a technical
on the

that a computer program is

NO.46

involved in

The Guideline gave an

of a

12 .R

2009

system

a small

but slower memory. Then if a new computer program combined the two

fast
memories

and result an effect that both memory achieved a maximum space as if the

and

date was loaded

in the fast memory. The effect of the program in

the

uln,rlri,nn

memory is of a technical character and might therefore support pa1tentablilil:y.

As such,

the Malaysia Patent Act does not explicitly provide the

software but

the approached by Malaysia Patent Office in determining the patentability of computer software is deem as a
protection within the patentability test.

Nevertheless it cannot be concluded that the Malaysia's patent law

recognise the protection of computer software under the patent law since it merely

a guideline by the

local patent office and thus not a binding legislation. To date the legislations is still silent on this matter.
However,

at the

approach by Malaysia Patent Office, there is a

computer software

under patent. However, such

of the of

is limited to computer software

that resulted to a technical effect as provided under the Malaysian Patent Office's examination gUJldeline.

5.1.3

Software Patent

As noted earlier
the issue whether
of software patent within

This is because;

in the

M31lav'sla

Patent Act provides for the

of software patent. However,

software patent or otherwise is not

anymore since inclusion

patent system is no longer knocking at its door.

Patent Office has adopted a modified system in its examination of patent

application. This would mean that a patent application for an invention that has been
countries would be

from substantive examination and consequently go

patent in others
to modified

substantive examination. The reason for this is not only because substantive examination offers more
flexibility and easy

in determining the patentability of an invention but also because the Malaysian

patent Office views that other patent office have already gone through the

in detail earlier. Thus

this a software base patent have been granted a patent in Malaysia87 ,

5.2

Balancing the Right of Software Patent in Malaysia

With indirect inclusion of software patent in Malaysia patent system, the consideration of the limitation of
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such

comes into the

patent have an

Therefore, an important
towards

that needs to be ask is: does software
is a

business within the software

technology super corridor centre which aims to expand its technology sectors both with local and

base

firms. The inclusion of Software Patent can undermine smaller local software firm in its research and
de'vel opll1e:nt aspect. This is due to the "Patent Thickets" effect

one

i

would have several overlapping patent for it program
since in

research and

88

.

This would make the

be more difficult,

a local company need to ensure that there is no infringement.

Additional cost would be incurred to ensure to avoid infringing an

patent.

a limitation for interoperability, the structure of the

As such in

then it would allow for
of the

undermine the

software

must not be too broad, if so

"base solely on some unidentified need for exchange data", which would
holder. Further the language of the

must limit the infringement in

the present of some anti competitive activity. There is the need to define the word

failure of

deJtmJ:ng could fall prone to an unintended broad exception and confusion as to what
infringement use versus a

act use.

The approach of introducing interoperability as a tool of limitation have been

by the European

; which recognised the need for interoperability and it contained limited
to
The

in the form of reverse engineering for the purpose of
of

constitute an

HU',.:,U<:<,.:,'"

for pal:ented

within the software industry is needed in order to promote

as

would not undermine the right of a software patent but instead it would ensure the ability of
new software to communicate

with the patented

168 -

. Hence in

attempt to balance the

No.46

2009

12

right of software patent in promoting C01TlpetIltloll, the best approach is to introduce limited exception under
the law for the purpose of interoperability.

5.3 Influence of TRIPS Agreement: Competition vs. Intellectual Property Rights
As highlighted earlier, TRIPs

has

some

and Article 40. So; to what extent do these

under Article 8, Article

influence

domestic legislation? It is

acknowledged that TRIPs Agreement merely provides the minimum standard of
property. The

policy in the TRIPS Agreement does not stipulate

of intellectual
obligation" for the

exercise of intellectual property right in relation to the application of

law

It just

provides discretion to the members in enacting and to put force the minimum standard in the national
. In other words, Articles 8, Article 31 (k) and Article 40 of the TRIPS Agreement

competition

"recognize and interventionist power of members over intellectual property right in relation to anti
competitive practice,,95.

Member must comply with their obligation under it. However the TRIPs Agreement does not contain uniform
law on intellectual property right. What it

are

rights protection which may be differently implement

a minimum standard of intellectual property
the member; and it gives substantial discretion and

lee way to the domestic laws 96 , this is in accordance to Article

" ... .Member shall be
arppmpnf

within their own

The
The monist

of

which provides:

to determine the appropriate method

the provision of this

system and practice 97 "

the provision of TRIPs Agreement is, divided into two: monist and dualist.
is

to countries with a civil law

the international agreements

are incorporated directly into domestic law. This means the provisions of the international agreement are
self~executed.

However, for the dualist approach (usually applicable to countries with common law tradition

is considered using the dualist approach) the international agreement cannot be
agreement with dualist approach needs to

self~executed.

International

into domestic law by domestic legislation.

Malaysia is considered to be a country that uses the dualist approach. This is evident with regards to the
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cOlmp1etition policy in TRIPs

it has

out in TRIPs Agreement into its domestic

some of the competition provision set

Article 40 of the TRIPs Agreement have

as for

been incorporated within the domestic Patent Act under Section 37 and 45. The wording of the
provision to an extent is very similar to TRIPs

counterpart. Without the

Iv,n,nv-">1'

of the

provision of TRIPs Agreement in the Malaysian Patent Act the provision of the TRIPs agreement would not
have any effect.

Each member of the TRIPs

can

and enforce its own intellectual property

environment for innovation and/or diffusion of new

promote a
it respect the TRIPs

minimum standard

98

.

and tecnnolOlgy provided

To a greater extent, it

anti competitive abuses of intellectual property

Malaysia to protect

for
not
law. Currently

the provision within existing legislation but also to enact a separate

to

does

not have any single anti competition legislation, having the minimum standard set out therein, would take
Iv,,,"n,·,,,n

one step forward in

a

The implementing of the

out in TRIPs

right of members. Therefore in order to take

is not only an

but also a

of the TRIPs Agreement competition flexibility every

member should promulgate national legislation

intellectual property rights related anti competitive

practices

of whether it is a monist or dualist country99. However, in the matter

patent with

to competition policy, the TRIPs Agreement influence is very restrictive and minimum.

The article that concern
anti
mea<:;u.res deems

policy within the TRIPs Agreement

Article 8

a broad statement on the

address the economic
the member to allow a certain

to avoid the abuse of intellectual property

Article
and Article

contract license of intellectual property in controlling anti

software

addresses

matter with

to compulsory licensing. All these articles could not address the problem that software

patent encounter.

As discussed on the

within software patent has the possibility

section, the limitation for the purpose of intero1perab,ility
inconsistent to the provision of TRIPs Agreement.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the purpose
members the ability to promote effective and

est:abJishing the rule set out in the TRIPs Agreement is to
aCH~quate
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nrc)1/,,{'11(ln

of intellectual property

and to

ensure that measures to enforce intellectual property

do not themselves become barriers to leg,ltllmates

trade 1oo . Hence by introducing a limitation for the purpose of
within the software industry goes consistent with the

that would promote cOlmp1etition
of TRIPs Agreement as a whole. The

of interoperability as a limitation under software patent have yet to be contested but what important is to
ensure that such limitation exist in order to

a

balance between intellectual property right and

competition policy.

6. Conclusion

The TRIPs

was initiated under the forerunner of the WTO. It is the most

multilateral agreement on intellectual property covering all intellectual property instruments. It

nrc\vlI1p<:.

guidelines for the harmonisation of intellectual property laws under the WTO, which mean that all members
the protection of computer software within the

have substantive TRIPs obligations. This paper has
intellectual property rights and; detailed the

that this protection has cultivated. This is because

computer software can be protected not only

law and trade secret it can also be protected

patent. With software you can get at least two bites of the apple simultaneously; it is automatically
copyrighted and it can be patented as wel1. 101

It is noted that the functionality of computer software

on the communication between other programs.

Thus, there is the need for interoperability within the software industry, in order to utilise it's the full capacity.
Nevertheless, with the exclusive
process of
and

granted under software patent, many

since this process would constitute to an
would allow the

holders have restrict the
of the patent under the law

holders to control the market. To avoid such control, limitation to the

need to be address. This paper also addressed the legitimacy of such limitation within the TRIPs
Agreement.

The TRIPs Agreement have provides certain limitation to combat anti competitive practices but
therein focus solely on software patent, thus the TRIPs
any limitation for the purpose of
this issue, because a member have the

have to read as a whole in order to include

It is unknown if such limitation is permitted and relevant to

to be consistent with the provision of TRIPs Agreement.
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However, the need of limitation is a

issue and, should be introduced in order to promote competition

market. To prohibit such limitation would mean that TRIPs \greelnelnt have given too much control to the
right holder but, to permit such limitation can also undermine the provision set out therein. Is it desirable for
members to be permitted to introduce such limitation within the domestic law because this goes in tandem to
the intention of the TRIPs Agreement which is; to promote effective and adequate protection of intellectual
property right that including cultivating a fair competition market within the software
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